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[The following article by Mary Jo McConahay was distributed on Feb. 1-7 by the Pacific News
Service. The LADB has authorization from PNS for duplication of the article.] TEGUCIGALPA,
HONDURAS In May 1985, 53-year-old odontologist Francisco Rodriguez, a homosexual who
traveled frequently to San Francisco and Los Angeles, became the first Honduran known to die
here of AIDS. Late last December Dr. Mirna Thibaud de Alvarenga faced a middle-aged woman
whose 24-year-old son Alonzo, a bricklayer, was suspected of being case number 71. "Jesus said
let whoever is without guilt cast the first stone," Alvarenga told the hysterical mother. "If his own
mother is afraid of him, who does he have left?" This dirt poor nation of 4.5 million offers a dark
lesson in the hardships health professionals in Third World countries face in combating AIDS. Here
the disease is often called sometimes with an air of deep resignation "the sickness of the century."
Several days after Alvarengo calmed the grieving mother, she worried over another problem: how
to reach the family to break the news that test results confirmed Alonzo's case. In the labyrinthine
urban barrio where Alonzo and his mother live there are no phones or street signs. Worse, much
like Biblical-era communities which isolated lepers and their families because they believed the
disease carried a moral scourge, Alonzo's neighbors are so terrified of AIDS and suspicious of
outsiders that Alvarengo fears for the safety of the social worker who must go there on behalf of
the Ministry of Health. Numbers are small compared to the US epidemic, but AIDS is spreading
more quickly here. With 4.5 million people, Honduras already has the region's highest per capita
incidence of the disease. Some 7,000 are believed infected, and 25,000 cases are predicted by 1991,
according to Dr. Jose Enrique Zelaya, chief of epidemiology for the Ministry of Health and chairman
of its National AIDS Commission. Scarce cash militates against simple precautions like disposable
hospital equipment or protective plastic gloves that are thought to stem the disease elsewhere.
Water always scarce is rationed in some hospitals. Blood supply testing went into effect in late 1986,
but only in the major cities so 20 percent of the supply goes unchecked. Late last summer AIDS
testing equipment became available in one location San Pedro Sula, where the highest number of
AIDS cases have been recorded. For average Hondurans regular health checkups are unavailable or
unaffordable. Over five percent of women have ever had PAP smear tests, for instance, and of these
90 percent register abnormal. "Problems related to poverty and lack of health maintenance mean
AIDS is hitting a population that is already weak," said Zelaya. "We believe this can be a factor in
its spread." Also worrisome is widespread use of injections as a kind of home treatment for virtually
any real or imagined complaint. Injected medicine is popularly believed superior to treatment
in any other form, and at 50 cents a shot is cheaper than a doctor's visit. Crudely-spelled, handpainted signs announcing "Injections Applied" abound in neighborhoods and hamlets. Nurses and
hospital aides collect disposable syringes and needles from hospital trash baskets to take home to
the moonlighting businesses where they are used repeatedly. So far, none of the AIDS cases has
been attributed to street corner injections but doctors say they are holding their breath, noting
contaminated needles are indicated in the spread of AIDS elsewhere. "It's a very big problem and
right now we can't control it," said Zelaya. A cultural mix including machismo and strict Roman
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Catholicism is also perceived as endangering the fight. "The Church is a power here, and it insists
condoms are anti-God," said Dr. Wilfredo Alvarado, a psychiatrist and director of mental health
at the ministry. "It's frustrating. Sex education has never been allowed in school because sexual
themes are just generally considered taboo." The taboo against homosexuality is strong too, so
men often try to mask it by marrying or otherwise having sexual relationships with women. The
result is that the AIDS bridge to heterosexuals from affected men is greater than in North America,
for instance. Forty-five percent of AIDS cases here are heterosexual men and women. Critics of
the government and especially of the US military presence have long attempted to link AIDS to
US soldiers. Some 40,000 have come through in the last five years on almost constant maneuvers
and construction projects, and another 1,100 are permanently stationed at Palmerola Air Base
north of the capital. Until its nearby town of Comayagua was put off limits after a bombing last
August, buses ran regularly to take soldiers from the base to the outskirts of the town's red light
district. Nevertheless, officials say no AIDS case has been traced to Comayagua where reguarly
employed prostitutes received health checks from the US military. Some officials note, however,
that the many "weekend" prostitutes who receive no checks come from some of the areas where
AIDS cases have been recorded. They also note that a penicillin resistant strain of another sexually
transmitted disease, "Flower of Vietnam," arrived at Comayagua with the US soldiers. Without the
funds to conduct a proper epidemiology study, they warn, no scientific conclusion can be drawn
about an alleged connection between AIDS cases and US soldiers. The subject of the soldiers sets
Dr. Zelaya to talking about what he calls "national priorities." Zelaya said his commission would ask
the government for $1 million to fund an AIDS control and education program, but said he "wasn't
sure" the budget would be approved. Meanwhile, a newspaper on his desk announced the delivery
of the first of 12 US F-5 aircraft, making Honduras both the poorest country in Central America and
the only one to possess advanced jet fighter aircraft. "It's ridiculous to make this kind of investment
for war instead of health," he sighed.
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